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Executive summary 
This document describes the ATCFlightObjectControl service that allows consumers to request a 
number of changes to a Flight Object which is being managed by the service provider, covering the 
sync operations provided by 10.2.5. 
The purpose of this Service description is to provide a holistic overview of a particular service and its 
building blocks. It services as a complement to a model based description and supports the 
configuration management process by providing well-defined baselines. 
The service implements functionality as defined in the EUROCAE ED-133 standard [17]. 
A second version of the service as been produced focusing on the i4D and EPP reguirements.  

Following the requirements of those validation exercises SVA011 was specifically concentrating on 
i4D aspects and the “What-If-Flight-Object”. The service activity also took recent work of the 
EUROCAE WG 59 into account, which firstly introduced a/c generated information for ED133. This 
new areas are not yet official parts of the ED133 standard but are foreseen to be included into ED 133 
rev. a. 
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3 Operational and Business context 
The ATCFlightObjectControl service allows eligible participants, called Flight Data Contributors (FDC), 
to request a number of changes to the Flight Object which is being managed by the current Flight 
Data Manager / Publisher (FDMP) for the flight. Also the WIFO functionality is addressed by the 
‘FlightObjectControl’ service. 

A number of operational requirements have been stated in reference [7]. This OSED did not however 
include specific Information Exchange Requirements (IER) so a set of IERs which are proposed to be 
included in the OSED at a later stage.  

It should be noted, that every IOP-stakeholder can take every role described in the ED133 standard. 
The service model therefore doesn’t explicitly contain those roles and is intended to be as generic as 
needed, to support all IOP use cases. That also means that every consumer and provider interface 
described within this document has to be implenmented by every IOP stakeholder.   

The operational context for i4D data is described within the use cases provided by the “TMF 
Technical Note for Step 1 [8]”, which includes the “IOP OSED and Requirements [7]” and “i4D+CTA 
OSED and Requirements [9]”  

The following Use Cases of “TMF Technical Note for Step 1 [8]” are explicitely adressed by the 
service design.  

1. Standard Coordination of Flight

This use case describes the process by which a standard coordination is performed for a
flight between two ATSUs using the Flight Object.

(Including the use cases in conjunction like, Revision of Flight Level, Revision of Coordination
Level, Direct Routing across a Boundary, Abrogation of Coordination)

2. Non-Standard Coordination

This operational scenario covers the negotiation of coordination between the Transferring
ATSU and the Accepting ATSU which doesn’t comply with the conditions of an existing LoA
between the ATSUs concerned.

(Including the use cases in conjunction like Coordination Initiation, Level Revision, Request
on Frequency, Direct Routing Proposed by accepting ATSU)

3. C-ATSU Performs Consistency Check

This use case describes the process by which the ground checks the consistency of the flight
information held in the EPP against that held by the ground.

4. ETA min/max provided through Flight Object

This use case describes the process by which the destination ATSU requests the C-ATSU to
obtain the ETA min/max from the aircraft on its behalf.  The destination ATSU retrieves the
ETA min/max information from the Flight Object.

5. Allocate CTA across ATSUs

This use case describes the process by which a downstream ATSU coordinates with C-ATSU
in order to allocate an arrival management CTA constraint to an inbound flight.

6. Cancelation of CTA

This use case describes the process by which a previously issued CTA is cancelled, using the
Flight Object, whilst the aircraft is still under control of an upstream ATSU.
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Very likely the service design also complies to a lot of other use cases described within the “TMF 
Technical Note for Step 1 [8]”, as it implements the information exchanges of the  ED 133 [17] 
standard. 

The information exchange requirements where derived from the “TMF Technical Note for Step 1 [8]”. 
This document also indicates, which use cases where considered to fulfil the information 
requirements of VP030.  

The ‘FlightObjectControl’ service is used to carry out changes to the Flight Object. The service does 
not distribute the changes to the concerned IOP stakeholder. For the distribution of the FO, the 
‘ShareFlightObject’ service has to be used. 

The following picture gives an example taken from ED133 on how the two services cooperate. 

Figure 1: ED133 informationexchange and there mapping to the SWIM FO services 
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5 Service interface specifications 
This chapter describes the details of each interface. The Service Interface specification only covers 
the static design description while the dynamic design (behaviour) is described in chapter 6. 

The static interface description is vital since it describes how the interfaces shall be constructed. 

Architectural elements applicable for this description are: 

• Service Interfaces

• Service Interface Definitions

• Operations
Function or procedures which enable programmatic communication with a Service via a
Service interface.

• Parameters
Constants or variables passed into or out of a Service interface as part of the execution of an
Operation.

For the service interface description UML-views refer to chapter 4.4. 

The service design is modelled analogous to the ED133 vers. 1 service design. The services exposed 
in ED133 are represented within the ISRM service design by operations. 

5.1 Service Interface FlightObjectControl4DInterface 

5.1.1 Service Interface Definition 
ATCFlightObjectControl4DInterfaceDefinition 

The ATCFlightObjectControlI4DinterfaceDefinition combines the operations which are needed to 
exchange i4D data and the EPP provided by the aircraft. 

5.1.1.1 Operation requestETAMinMax 
This operation is needed to allow for a request of an ETA. 

5.1.1.1.1 Operation Functionality 
This operation allows a downstream ATSU to request an ETA min/max from the aircraft via the 
upstream C-ATSU. The status of the ETA request will be set by the C-ATSU who is as the FDMP 
controlling the flight object. As this is an internal system task at the FDMP site, the status doesn’t 
need to be a part of the message. The destination ATSU will never set the state of the ETA. 

5.1.1.1.2 Operation Parameters 
The i4D parameters are combined in one diagram shown below. This operation uses the 
“ETAMinMaxRequest” message. 
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5.1.1.2 Operation setCTA 

5.1.1.2.1 Operation Functionality 
With this operation the destination ATSU proposes a CTA and sets its status to ‘proposed’. 

5.1.1.2.2 Operation Parameters 
Input parameter: The “CTAControlMessage” is used by this operation to set a CTA. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting.  

5.1.1.3 Operation cancelCTA 
A previous agreed CTA can be cancelled by any concerned stakeholder (D-ATSU, C-ATSU, flight 
crew (via C-ATSU)). 

5.1.1.3.1 Operation Functionality 
The operation is used to set the state of the CTA to ‘cancelled’. 

5.1.1.3.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Parameter: The Operation uses the “CTACancelationMessage“. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting. 

5.1.1.4 Operation setRTA 

5.1.1.4.1 Operation Functionality 
This operation is used to determine the delay apportionment for those ATSUs which AORs will be 
traversed by the flight. The modelling is following the current ED133 vers. 1 standard. There seems to 
be a need to align the CTA and RTA concepts. For now it is assumed that the RTA and the delay 
apportionment will be set after the CTA is agreed and the values concerning the metering point and 
the date and time will be the same. 

5.1.1.4.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Parameter: The operation uses the “DelayApportionmentProposalMessage 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting.  

5.1.1.5 Operation acceptRTA 
Inspired by the ED133 (vers. 1) services design an ‘acceptRTA’ operation is modelled. 

5.1.1.5.1 Operation Functionality 
This operation is used to accept the RTA and the according delay apportionment. 

5.1.1.5.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Parameter: The operation uses the “RTAAcceptanceMessage “. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting. 
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5.1.1.6 Operation rejectRTA 
Inspired by the ED133 (vers. 1) services design a ‘rejectRTA’ operation is modelled. 

5.1.1.6.1 Operation Functionality 
The RTA will be rejected by any ATSU whose AOR is traversed by the flight and who is not able to 
adhere to the proposed delay apportionment. 

5.1.1.6.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Parameter: The Operation uses the “RTAAcceptanceMessage “. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting. 

5.2 Service Interface FlightObjectControlFlightScriptInterface 

5.2.1 Service Interface Definition 
ATCFlightObjectControlFlightScriptInterfaceDefinition 

This interface definition contains the operations needed for the flight script modification. 

5.2.1.1 Operation setNewConstraint 
Operation to incorporate a new constraint into the constraints list. 

5.2.1.1.1 Operation Functionality 
If a new constraint is stipulated by the controller it will be incorporated into the constraints list. 

5.2.1.1.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Paremeter: The operation uses the “SetConstraintsMessage”. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting. 
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5.2.1.2 Operation modifyConstraint 

5.2.1.2.1 Operation Functionality 
If a constraint in the list of constraints needs modification, this operation will be used. 

This service allows a contributor to modify constraints in the flight script. The list of constraints starts 
in the last non modified constraint and ends in the first non-modified constraint. 

It is a simplification / fixing of the way that the constraint list is updated.  Required to modify the 
updated constraint list structures. 

5.2.1.2.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Paremeter: The operation uses the “ModifyConstraintsMessage”. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting. 

5.2.1.3 Operation removeConstraint 

5.2.1.3.1 Operation Functionality 
If a constraint is not longer valid and shall be removed totally from the list, this operation will be used. 

5.2.1.3.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Parameter: The operation uses the “RemoveConstraintsMessage”. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting. 

5.2.1.4 Operation setOperationalIntent 

5.2.1.4.1 Operation Functionality 
Operation to initially set an operational intent within the flight script. 

5.2.1.4.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Parameter: The operation uses the “SetOperationalIntentMessage”. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting. 

5.2.1.5 Operation modifyOperationalIntent 

5.2.1.5.1 Operation Functionality 
Operation to modify an operational intent in the list. 

5.2.1.5.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Parameter: The operation uses the “ModifyOperationalIntentMessage”. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting.  

5.2.1.6 Operation removeOperationalIntent 

5.2.1.6.1 Operation Functionality 
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Operation to finaly remove an operational intent from the list. 

5.2.1.6.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Paramerter: The operation uses the “RemoveOperationalIntentMessage”. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting.  

5.2.1.7 Operation modifyRoute 

5.2.1.7.1 Operation Functionality 
Operation to modify the 2D Route in the flight script. 

This operation allows a contributor to modify the route from a given point. The route will be changed 
from the first point on the inputted route if it is found downstream the current position on the current 
route until the last occurrence of the last point of the inputted route (if found) or until the destination 
airport (if not found). 

5.2.1.7.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Parameter: The operation uses the “ModifyRouteMessage”. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting. 
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5.3 Service Interface FlightObjectGeneralInterface 

5.3.1 Service Interface Definition 
ATCFlightObjectControlInterfaceDefinition 

This interface definition describes additional operations stipulated by ED133. 

5.3.1.1 Operation setCoordinationAndTransferData 
The coordination and transfer of flights when they need to cross the borders between AORs is 
supported by this operation. 

This operation allows a contributor to update coordination related information related to a coordination 
status. When the coordination requires a change in the expected trajectory, this service will be used 
together with the ones related to script modifications.  

5.3.1.1.1 Operation Functionality 
The operation initially sets the coordination data. 

5.3.1.1.2 Operation Parameters 
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5.3.1.3 Operation establishComplementaryDistribution 
This service request the addition of a IOP stakeholder into the distribution list of the flight object. The 
complementary distribution will be maintained until it is explicitly requested to stop this distribution. 

A request for complementary distribution can be done for the following reasons: subscribed, pointed, 
duplicated and general information. In case of subscribed, the identifier of the stakeholder requesting 
the subscription shall be the same as the addressee of the data. 

5.3.1.3.1 Operation Functionality 
The operation establishes a complentary distribution with the pointed ATSU. 
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If the SI providing the service is not the FDMP of the FO then it shall reject the service request. 

If the requested SI is the FDMP it shall reject the service request if the requester is not the one that is 
receiving the complementary distribution. 

5.3.1.4.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Parameter: The operation uses the message ”AcknowledgeComplementaryDistribution”. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting.  

5.3.1.5 Operation endComplementaryDistribution 
This operation is used for requesting the ending of a distribution previously requested. 

If the SI providing the service is not the FDMP of the FO then it shall reject the service request. 

If the requested SI is the FDMP it shall reject the service request if either: 

• The requester is not the one that requested the distribution.

• The requester is not the one that is receiving the complementary distribution.

5.3.1.5.1 Operation Functionality 
This operation ends the complementary distribution. 

5.3.1.5.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Parameter: The operation uses the message ”EndComplementaryDistributionMessage” 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting.  

5.3.1.6 Operation setArrivalRunway 

5.3.1.6.1 Operation Functionality 
This operation sets the arrival runway for the flight in view. 

This operation allows a contributor to pass the modification of the assigned arrival runway. It is linked 
with the capability to pass information to the FDMP. 

The SI requesting the service shall contain the ADES of the FO to be modified in its AOR otherwise 
the request shall be rejected. 

If the SI providing the service is not the FDMP of the FO to be modified then It shall reject the service 
request. 

5.3.1.6.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Parameter: The operation uses the message ”SetArrivalRunwayMessage” 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting.  

5.3.1.7 Operation setNextSRR 

5.3.1.7.1 Operation Functionality 
This operation sets the next SSR code for a flight crossing AORs. 

This operation allows a contributor to modify the SSR code it will allocate to the flight. 

If the SI requesting the service is not the next expected FDC of the FO to be modified then the SI 
providing the service shall reject the service request. 
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If the SI providing the service is not the FDMP of the FO to be modified then it shall reject the service 
request. 

5.3.1.7.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Parameter: The operation uses the message ”SetNextSSRMessage”. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting. 

5.3.1.8 Operation setSTAR 

5.3.1.8.1 Operation Functionality 
This service allows a contributor to change the STAR. It is linked with the capability to pass 
information to the FDMP. 

If the initial point of the STAR is in the script the FDMP shall modify the script (route and constraints) 
from the selected STAR application point in order to fulfil the STAR. 

If the initial point of the STAR is not in the current script the STAR change shall have been issued in 
with a change in the script to reach that point. (See Semantic check). 

5.3.1.8.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Parameter: The operation uses the message ”SetSTARMessage”. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting. 

5.3.1.9 Operation acknowledgeEndOfService 

5.3.1.9.1 Operation Functionality 
This operation allows a FDC to inform the FDMP that it has received and agreed the FO with end of 
service distribution. 

This service is required by the ATSUs that are no longer traversed by a flight to confirm their 
acceptance to be removed from the distribution list by the new FDMP. 

5.3.1.9.2 Operation Parameters 
Input Parameter: The operation uses the message ”AcknowledgeEndOfServiceMessage”. 

Output Parameter: The “ReturnValue” message is used for failure reporting.  
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Either: an FO update with the 
confirmation/rejection of the proposed 
crossing conditions; 
Or, an FO update with the Counter 
proposed crossing conditions. 
Description: 
The capability implies the following 
activities: 
An FO is received that contains 
coordination data with an adjacent ATSU 
in PROPOSAL state. 
The requested ATSU system that 
receives this FO analyses the crossing 
conditions within the FO. Using internal 
considerations, the analysis may be 
automatically performed, or presented to 
a controller for action. Then, 
If the proposal is accepted 

Provided the requested ATSU system is 
not the FDMP of the flight being 
coordinated it then notifies the FDMP that 
the crossing conditions have been 
accepted. 

The FDMP leaves the crossing conditions 
unchanged and sets the coordination 
state to COORDINATED. 
The FDMP updates the flight script to be 
coherent with the agreed crossing 
conditions. 
The FDMP constructs a new release of 
the flight-object (see § A.2.1.2.5). 
The FDMP distributes the new release of 
the flight-object (see § A.2.1.2.6). 
The coordination dialog is ended. 

If the proposal is not accepted<ul 
style="margin-bottom: 0mm; list-style-
type: square; "> 
If Rejected<ul style="margin-bottom: 
0mm; list-style-type: disk; "> 
Provided the requested ATSU system is 
not the FDMP of the flight being 
coordinated, it then notifies the FDMP 
that the crossing conditions have been 
rejected. 
The FDMP leaves the crossing conditions 
unchanged and sets the coordination 
state to NOT COORDINATED. 
The FDMP constructs a new release of 
the flight-object (see § A.2.1.2.5). 
The FDMP distributes the new release of 
the flight-object (see § A.2.1.2.6). 
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having submitted some change, for a 
flight, to the Manager/Publisher. After a 
parameter time, the proposed changes 
should become visible in the flight-object. 
As it is the main part of the FO for an 
ATC point of view, the following chapter 
focuses on the updates of the Flight 
Script. 

If the change impacts the flight script, the 
constraints proposed by the Contributor 
will be present with the indication that the 
Manager/Publisher has: accepted them 
(and the trajectory prediction of the Flight-
Object now takes them into account); or, 
has not accepted them (the trajectory 
prediction ignores them and the flight 
script is modified to indicate that the 
constraint has been not accepted). 
The Manager/Publisher always includes 
the constraints sent by the Contributors in 
the flight script. Sometimes, because of 
its own algorithm, the Manager/Publisher 
is not able to interpret them the sam way 
as the Contributor. Thus, it is not able to 
produce a trajectory prediction that fully 
reflects the Contributor intentions. In this 
case, the Manager/Publisher flags these 
constraints as “Not able to asses” within 
the flight-script of the flight-object. If the 
constraint requested by the Contributor 
can not be used at all, then it is included 
by the Manager/Publisher in the script 
and set as “rejected”. 
Main inputs: 
Flight-Object update. 
Main results: 
The system stops monitoring this 
response from the Manager/Publisher. 
Main outputs: 
Normally none. 
The capability implies the following 
activities: 
The Contributor waits for a predefined 
time to see if its submitted changes are 
reflected in the published Flight Object. 
If the Contributor receives an update 
before the timer expires:<ul 
style="margin-bottom: 0mm; list-style-
type: circle; "> 
The Contributor looks for the expected 
changes in the FO. These changes 
depend on the service requested. 
If the updated FO does not contain the 
expected changes, then the Contributor 
does nothing as the update may be 
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6 Service dynamic behaviour 
This chapter is used to describe the interactive behaviour between Services (orchestration) 
or Service Interfaces (interaction specification). Architectural elements applicable for this 
description are: 

• Service Interaction Specifications
• Service State machines
• Service orchestration

The dynamic behaviour of this service is very simple by itself. In general all operations can 
be performed without a predefined order.  
However, the diagrams below depict a general interaction pattern for all ATC Flight Object 
Control service operations.  
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7 Service provisioning (optional) 
N.A. 
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